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Abstract. As vehicles turn into human-transporting computers, more specific attention to the issue of long-term secure operation is needed. In order to prevent cyber-attacks on the fleet, monitoring the internal state of the individual vehicles’ IT-infrastructure is required.

In this paper we provide a suggestion on how vehicles could be managed over the course of their lifetime. Establishment of an Automotive Cyber Defense Center is a key factor of ensuring the secure operation of the vehicle fleet by an OEM. Within this paper we demonstrate why establishing such a center is necessary, what kind of security operations it needs to perform and what stakeholders are involved in ensuring secure operation of public road transport.

Since Cyber Defense Centers and the required technology are well-established in classical IT-infrastructure, we propose an architecture for the automotive domain which uses these technologies, highlighting the gaps in transitioning from operating a network to operation of a vehicle fleet.

The most important difference being the distributed, inhomogeneous and nomadic nature of a vehicle fleet. In order to overcome this gap we provide an exemplary implementation, which aims to make security relevant information available for usage within a Cyber Defense Center, using IoT-technology.
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1 Motivation

Today’s vehicles have different online connections for instance for passenger entertainment systems, navigation with real time traffic, smartphone connections or software updates. In addition to these consuming services that are already on the market, vehicles will connect to each other and vehicles interact with public infrastructure (Vehicle-2-X/V2X) to realize future autonomous driving use cases. Consequently, there will be a distributed system with many different stakeholders, different services and different eco-systems with a huge attack surfaces that control public transportation. Due to this, a detailed consideration of (cyber) security in the vehicle is necessary.

At least since the online remote attack and wireless control of a Jeep in 2015 [1], security is also intensively investigated by the car manufacturers (OEMs). It becomes clear that with a hacked vehicle in addition to the economic damage personal injury can be
caused. Due to this, a cyber-security system known from typical IT systems is required to ensure the security of vehicles and subsequently transportation. The case that the United Nations (UN) is taking this topic in focus indicates it is not only important for product quality from OEMs, but rather for well-being of humans. The “UN Task Force on Cyber security and OTA issues (CS / OTA)” defines the necessary parts of a cyber-security system. These include a cyber-security management and monitoring system with incident response.

2 State of the Art Cyber Defense Center

We observe that many different approaches, descriptions and definitions around cyber security management are used. To classify the context of this paper, in the following sections a short overview of definitions used within this context is provided and some exemplary announcements and publication with focus on the automotive domain are listed.

2.1 Terminology

The European Union has founded its European Union Agency for Network and Information Security in 2004, a new Cybersecurity Act was agreed upon in 2018. [8] According to UNECE WP.29 ITS/AD from “UN Task Force on Cyber security and OTA issues (CS / OTA)” [2], a cyber-security management system (CSMS) is required to be established to support the security of vehicles throughout their lifetime. This complements the secure development techniques of vulnerability handling during development by reactive monitoring of cars even after production aligned to the security processes described in the upcoming ISO/SAE 21434 [3].

This approach is already well known in several other businesses that protect their critical information infrastructure by an information security operation center (ISOC / SOC) and react to incidents in their systems or products through a computer or product security incident response team (CSIRT, PSIRT).

A well-established technique is the usage of a security information and event management (SIEM) system, which contains rules to match specific logging information on events to detect circumstances to react on suspicious behavior.

We intend to create such a security operation center (SOC) for the automotive business, with a dedicated opportunity to analyze and react to field incidents within vehicles, between vehicles and for the communication of data with backend systems of OEMs. That means that a Cyber Defense Center (CDC) is a composition of most of the above introduced elements for protecting a running IT system against attacks in the meaning to ensure a secure operation of this system.
2.2 Defining the role and task of an Automotive Cyber Defense Center

In the previous section a short introduction to different assets or roles for ensuring a secure operation of an IT system are shown. It can be stated out that the tasks of a Cyber Defense System are currently not clearly defined.

Some major players in the IT and automotive industry published their plans or concepts for similar Automotive Cyber Defense Center (ACDC). These ideas are driven from the concepts in the previous chapters mentioned and are extended by Automotive typical topics. Automotive typical topics are mostly the kind of information to deal with, the transport of this information to an SOC and the production and provisioning of updates (Update over The Air - OTA) to the vehicles.
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Fig. 1. ACDC is the agglomeration of different elements for ensuring secure operation of a system

In the following examples of automotive and non-automotive cyber defense systems are listed: Deutsche Telekom uses a cyber-defense system to protect their systems and customers systems [4] and are developing an automotive Cyber Defense Center [5]. In a research project at the Warwick University the vehicle security system restrictions for runtime and processing power is scrutinized [6]. The British Standards Institute is developing an automotive security standard motivated by autonomous driving [7]. In a SAE survey 84% of automotive professionals have concerns that their organizational cybersecurity practices are not keeping pace with evolving technologies [9]. Bosch is introducing an integral approach for Automotive Security including Manufacturing IT-Security, Embedded IT-Security and Enterprise IT-Security [10]. Vector is mentioning the elements of a cyber defense center without combining them [11].
It can be stated out that all of this proposals are dealing with the basic elements provided in the previous chapter (compare Fig. 1). The examples show that Automotive Cyber Defense Systems or Centers are in development. Today there is no commercial or uncommercial CDC for the automotive domain available for productive use. Especially no holistic solution, which fit to the boundaries of a vehicle.

3 Requirements from ISO and UNECE

There are two major sources of requirements regarding an ACDC. One the one hand there is the UNECE that announces in WP.29 ITS/AD a Cyber Security Management System for transportation systems. On the other hand there is the ISO/SAE 21434 „Road vehicles - Cybersecurity engineering“. To get an overview we summarize the major aspects from the UNECE WP.29 ITS/AD in [Fig. 2] and from the ISO/SAE 21434 in [Fig. 3] within this chapter.

Fig. 2. Requirements from UNECE WP.29 ITS/AD: Cyber Security [2]

Fig. 3. Requirements from ISO/SAE 21434 “Road vehicles – Cybersecurity engineering” [3]
4 Introduction of an Automotive CDC

An Automotive CDC is a CDC adapted to the automotive environment.

4.1 Focus of protection by an ACDC

In contrast to a classical CDC an ACDC protects not only a single network or IT infrastructure, it has to observe and protect vehicles and services around transportation of human beings or goods within a public road infrastructure. In principle, there is the question of the system border of the system to protect. In case of an ACDC this is an important difference in contrast to a CDC.

In a simple view, one can assume that an ACDC has to observe the behavior of a single vehicle to protect the safety of the user of this vehicle. However, this perspective seems to be too restrictive. There are many scenarios where attacks of public infrastructure with the usage of infected cars are thought to be possible. Additionally, we talk about a distributed (IoT) system. It is well known that the proof of correct behavior in distributed system is difficult\(^1\).

The overall goal is to protect the public transportation and all entities that can be damaged in case of security hazards. Therefore, the overall focus needs to be much more than the secure operation of single vehicle. It need to be the secure operation of services around transportation that control the behavior of vehicles in some way. This can be obviously attacks to cars itself, but also attacks to traffic information systems or V2X systems and many others.

4.2 Control Observing Layers

To get an idea of the different perspectives and system levels an ACDC need to care for, we suggest the following protection layers for transportation systems on public roads (compare Fig. 4).

1. Secure operation of public mobility (all vehicles in a public area)
2. Secure operation of OEM controlled Mobility Services
3. Secure operation of Vehicle Fleet
4. Secure operation of a single vehicle

\(^1\) Lamport, Leslie “A distributed system is one in which the failure of a computer you didn’t even know existed can render your own computer unusable.” Email message sent to a DEC SRC bulletin board at 12:23:29 PDT on 28 May 87.
The elements that are operated are the vehicles themselves. Whereby the vehicle can be abstracted as a set of networks and nodes (ECUs). The vehicle operator runs these entities. We distinguish in

5. Protection of the network within the vehicle
6. Protection of a single entity (e.g. ECU) within the vehicle

The two lower layers Car-Network and ECUs provide the functionality for observing the status of the vehicle and are the acting entities in case of defense activities within the vehicle.

These different perspectives can be translated into different stakeholders and different level of

- Reaction time
- Criticality
- Autonomy
- Data aggregation
- Control-Flow

The relation between these different levels is shown in Fig. 5

---

**Fig. 4. Overview Operation Layer**

---
5 Suggested Architecture of an ACDC

Based on reference architectures from other domains we define requirements for an ACDC and propose an architecture containing its essential elements. Furthermore, we show how our proposed architecture may be adapted for implementation.

5.1 Observing and Controlling Hierarchy

In order to monitor and control the secure operation of all layers different CDCs have to work together. The core elements of an ACDC are the Fleet Operation and Vehicle Operation layer because these are the link between embedded vehicle security mechanisms and typical IT SOCs. Therefore, we focus on designing a monitor and control architecture for these layers and define the following high-level requirements for it:
To create a framework that fulfills these requirements we cannot completely follow an automotive standard since the ISO/SAE 21434 is not published yet but we will align our approach to the current draft version [3]. Furthermore, this standard will be created with respect to existing standards from other business sectors [15]. The connected vehicle can be seen as a thing in the IoT, which also leads to some similarities to industrial control systems (ICS). Therefore, we are adapting reference architectures from connected vehicles, IoT and ICS with respect to cyber security that show similarities to ACDC requirements and further are compliant with the IEC 62443 to create an ACDC framework.

A security architecture for ICS follows an adaption of the Purdue Enterprise Reference Architecture. It is based on defining security zones, which are a grouping of logical or physical assets that share common security requirements and conduit definition that are a path for the flow of information between two zones [16]. As proposed in [17] the security zones can be separated in Information Technology (IT) and Operational Technology (OT) which can be adapted to the layers in a way that the Public Mobility and OEM Mobility layer can be controlled with off-the-shelf IT SOCs; whereas the lower layers need OT SOCs with special automotive knowledge.

In [17] the cybersecurity reference architecture proposes three levels within the OT security zones that will be adapted to our framework:

1. I/O and devices
2. Control
3. Supervisory

| Req. ID 01 | It should enable the secure operation of vehicles (resilience against cyber-attacks) over their lifetime. [2] |
| Req. ID 02 | All stakeholders should be able to exchange information on incidents or security concerns [2] |
| Req. ID 03 | It should include functionalities for reporting and analyzing incidents from all vehicles within a fleet. [12][13][14] |
| Req. ID 04 | It should include functionalities for deploying OTA security updates [13], [2] |
| Req. ID 05 | It should include software management to determine which vehicles need security updates and furthermore to create differential updates. [13], [2] |
| Req. ID 06 | It should concatenate events from in-vehicle security sensors (e.g. Intrusion Detection System (IDS), firewall …). |
| Req. ID 07 | It should enable the control in-vehicle security actuators (e.g. Intrusion Prevention System (IPS), firewall configuration …). |
| Req. ID 08 | It should concatenate incident reports from multiple vehicles to find attack patterns. |
| Req. ID 09 | It should provide protection without mobile network connection. |

Fig. 6. Requirements for an ACDC architecture
To create a framework that fulfills these requirements we cannot completely follow an automotive standard since the ISO/SAE 21434 is not published yet but we will align our approach to the current draft version [3]. Furthermore, this standard will be created with respect to existing standards from other business sectors [15]. The connected vehicle can be seen as a thing in the IoT, which also leads to some similarities to industrial control systems (ICS). Therefore, we are adapting reference architectures from connected vehicles, IoT and ICS with respect to cyber security that show similarities to ACDC requirements and further are compliant with the IEC 62443 to create an ACDC framework.

A security architecture for ICS follows an adaptation of the Purdue Enterprise Reference Architecture. It is based on defining security zones, which are a grouping of logical or physical assets that share common security requirements and conduit definition that are a path for the flow of information between two zones [16]. As proposed in [17] the security zones can be separated into Information Technology (IT) and Operational Technology (OT) which can be adapted to the layers in a way that the Public Mobility and OEM Mobility layer can be controlled with off-the-shelf IT SOCs; whereas the lower layers need OT SOCs with special automotive knowledge.

In [17] the cybersecurity reference architecture proposes three levels within the OT security zones that will be adapted to our framework:

1. I/O and devices
2. Control
3. Supervisory

The suggested framework uses edge computing and is based on security design principles from [2] as well as reference architectures from similar domains. In [12] an intelligent SOC architecture is presented that shows a general framework but lacks an abstraction layer in order to use it for connected cars. In contrast to that, a framework for managing security incidents and response to attacks for connected cars is shown in [13]. An SOC is postulated that collects logs from the vehicle and is coordinated from an incident response team. Furthermore, an edge computing solution is provided in order to reduce mobile network traffic. This concept is heading in right direction but lacks a decomposition in multiple independent layers. Furthermore, using IDS more intelligence can be brought inside the vehicle by appending the scope of the cyber defense system. A multi-layer cybersecurity reference architecture as in [14] recommends an operations layer as well as an intelligence layer. The operations layer is responsible for security monitoring and incident response and is adapted as the vehicle operation layer. Similarly, the intelligence layer where detailed threat analysis is done is adapted as the fleet operation layer. The initial choice for using edge computing is because it experiences growing usage for connected vehicles [19], [20]. From a more technical point of view it can be stated that edge computing platforms deliver a variety of built-in functions for software deployment and log analysis [Fig. 6, Req. ID 04], [Fig. 6, Req. ID08]. Furthermore, compared to proprietary solutions using a 3rd party edge computing platform reduces time, development costs, infrastructure costs (serverless computing),
guarantees state of the art security mechanisms for the control level and facilitate co-
operations between different OEMs.

The ECU and Vehicle Network Protection layers are abstracted as security sensors
and security actuators because they are using embedded hardware or software security
mechanisms that are not the focus of this framework. Within the Fleet Operation and
the Vehicle Operation layer, a monitoring and analytics module will be implemented
in order to detect incidents and analyze attack patterns [13], [14]. An incident response
module will be responsible for reacting on certain incidents. Thereby, the modules on
the edge device and on the cloud differ in terms of autonomy, reaction time and ava il-
ability.

As part of the Vehicle Operation layer, the Vehicle ACDC acts as a comprehensive
IDS and IPS that can autonomously initiate simple prevention actions like adapting
firewall rules or displaying a warning to the driver. The functionality of the Vehicle
ACDC does not depend on a cloud connection because the edge modules are always
available within the vehicle [Fig. 6, Req. ID 09]. Every incident will also be forwarded
by the Vehicle ACDC to the Fleet Operation layer for further investigation. Therefore,
the Vehicle ACDC needs to persist incident information if no mobile network connec-
tion can be established. Further general data processing tasks within the Vehicle Oper-
ation layer that are not explicitly shown in [Fig. 7] will be adapted from [18]. Data is
categorized to decide if higher level processing is needed (evaluation). For such higher
level processing the data shall be in a consistent format (formatting). Furthermore, cryp-
tic data is handled with additional information (expanding/decoding). Since vehicles
and especially a vehicle fleet generate a lot of data it is summarized in order to reduce
data and traffic on the vehicle network, mobile network and higher level processing
systems (distillation/reduction). Data is processed to determine whether it represents a
threshold or an alert (assessment).

The core element of the Fleet Operation layer is the ASIRT (Automotive SIRT) that
is a collaboration of OEM specific security experts and external hunting teams from
different domains (e.g. IT). The ASIRT will investigate incidents from single vehicles
in a fleet and concatenate information from all vehicles to find anomalies within the
fleet. In order to investigate incidents the ASIRT exchanges information with external
entities like public institutions (e.g. researcher), private sector vendors (e.g. tier 1, ser-
vice provider) and threat exchange platforms (e.g. Open Threat Exchange). The ASIRT
will initiate counter measures, which will be triggered by reported incidents from vehi-
cle ACDCs, detected incidents from the fleet ACDC or reported threats from external
entities. Counter measures can be security updates that will be deployed for the vehicle
fleet, which leads to the necessity of a fleet software management module to identify
all vehicles that need a certain update.
5.2 Exemplary Implementation

As a proof of concept we implement the architecture from [Fig. 7] using Microsoft’s edge computing solution Azure IoT Edge due to the leading position on cloud and edge computing usages from automotive OEMs [19][21]. Each device must have at least an Edge Hub, an Edge Agent, a Container engine and a Security Daemon. The Edge Hub acts as a proxy for the IoT Hub (Cloud GW) and enables the inter module communication on each device. The Edge Agent instantiates modules and monitors their states. All modules in the cloud or on edge devices are executed within containers. Therefore, a container engine is required that is compatible with the open container initiative (e.g. Docker). The Security Daemon manages certificates and establishes secure in-device communication as well as device to cloud communication. Azure IoT Edge uses a HTTPS connection based on TLS1.2 with X.509 certificates for the device to cloud communication which is state of the art for secure communication above the transportation layer of the OSI model [22], [23].

The IoT Hub cares for the device provisioning and the routing of messages between all endpoints. The Fleet Monitoring and Fleet Analysis is realized by using the ELK stack (Elasticsearch, Logstash, Kibana); an open source project that can process and transform data from multiple sources simultaneously. The search engine is JSON-based for which reason logs and incident reports are forwarded in JSON-format. The ELK stack also provides a visualization tool that helps the ASIRT to investigate incidents [24].
The Fleet SW Management can be realized as a database that stores meta data from each vehicle. During the device provisioning an entry in the Fleet Software Management database is created that will further be updated whenever the software of a vehicle was changed. As remediation management actions security updates can be provided that contain update packages for ECUs. The vehicles remediation module will initiate an update process at a suitable time; that may be after the driver parked the vehicle at home and agreed to start the update process.

Considering the Vehicle Operation layer and Fleet Operation layer inter and intra layer communication require at least four interfaces in order to report incidents or deploy security updates:

1. interface to forward logs and security sensor events to the edge device.
2. interface to control security actuators.
3. interface to forward logs and vehicle meta data (e.g. position) to the cloud.
4. interface to initiate remediation actions and forward security updates.

6 Discussion and Outlook

As we have shown, the rising use of cyber security mechanisms due to potential threats in connected vehicles and their environments require multiple systems that manage the secure operation on different layers. In order to achieve secure transportation the secure operation of each layer as well as their interactions have to be established. Therefore, OEMs must instantiate a Security Operation Center and better Cyber Defense Center. Most of the technology is available. The most important new topic is transportation of information from vehicles to the operation center and provisioning of security actions like software or configuration updates to vehicles. For this, we recommend the use of IoT methods because they have been successfully integrated in other domains.

To ensure the secure operation of public road traffic the operation center of different OEMs and infrastructure must interact for exchanging information about possible attacks and vulnerabilities. OEMs need to think about architecture and interfaces for a Cyber Defense Center due to the need to build in support within their vehicles. It is very likely that OEMs will not operate Cyber Defense Centers by themselves.

In order to achieve this, we proposed an architecture that adapts architecture elements from other domains (e.g. ICS) and additionally considers requirements from UNECE WP.29 ITS/AD and ISO/SAE 21434.

6.1 Discussion

It can be stated out that the transport of data from the vehicle to the OEM’s backend, the processing of the huge amount of result data, the requirements for privacy and last but not least the modalities an ACDC can operate a single vehicle are the critical topics that need be investigated in future. For transporting, storing and processing of data there are lot of mechanism that can be reused from other industries. But especially the topic of privacy needs to be discussed if one uses data from vehicles. If the observation of vehicles is required the legislator has to define boundaries how to use these information.
Furthermore for controlling the vehicle itself by an operator from an ACDC need automotive specific solutions, to ensure the safety and stability of the vehicle.

6.2 Outlook and future work

An evaluation for the proof of concept implementation provided within this paper needs to be done, to figure out its performance, limitations and scalability within this new use case for edge computing mechanism.

Additionally the manner of how an ACDC can operate a vehicle at runtime needs to be investigated. One of the already established mechanism is the online update functionality of vehicles. But updates are not feasible to react on threats in real-time. A possible solution may be preconfigured fallback scenarios within the vehicle which can be controlled by an operator. This or other solutions need to be investigated to find out there limitations and their capability to ensure the safety goals at vehicles control system.
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